IP Statement:

The Intellectual Property Policy of the PINSE facility is simple: the University of Pittsburgh does not make any claim on your intellectual property based solely on your use of PINSE. Effectively, you are merely renting equipment time in our facility. Often, work in our facility is done by your people using your ideas. PINSE provides access to equipment, and PINSE faculty and staff will normally provide equipment instruction and general process support. Note that, unless otherwise explicitly agreed to in writing by the University of Pittsburgh, PINSE faculty and staff are prohibited from being party to secrecy or disclosure agreements having to do with work being performed in the facility. Users should not tell us the details of their processes, design, or process integration, and they should not ask for our assistance in developing intellectual property. If you ask for PINSE faculty or staff assistance in solving a specific problem and that interaction results in new intellectual property, the University of Pittsburgh may have partial claim to that intellectual property, as you would expect. Assistance in design and process development by our faculty, staff and graduate students can be done with the University through a research agreement. Contact the PINSE director for further details.